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DXing, an Overview

DX (Distance) or DXing is one of the most exciting activities within ham radio.

DX can be line-of-sight on VHF/UHF or bouncing VHF signals off the Moon (EME).

DXing is easy and most exciting on HF (High Frequency 1.8-30 MHz) bands. 

To participate as a beginner (newbie) is easy.

Expensive equipment is not required.

You only need a low power (100 Watts or less) transceiver and an antenna. 

A simple wire or vertical antenna will get you started.



DX Signal Modes of operation on HF

Voice:

AM: Amplitude Modulation

FM: Frequency Modulation

SSB: Single Side Band. The most common voice DX mode

Code:

CW: Continuous Wave

RTTY: Radio Teletype

PSK: Phase Shift Keying

WSJT: New and very popular weak signal digital modes



Radio Equipment

• New and used low cost transceivers for the HF bands (1.8-30 MHz) are readily available.

• Other accessories such as microphones, earphones, keys and keyers will improve operating convenience. 

• Built-in or external antenna tuners, RF selectivity choice and audio enhancements are great features.

• Simple low cost end fed half wave (EFHW) antennas are available from ARRL , MyAntennas and others.

• Long wires, dipoles  and verticals are also good starter antennas. 

• Power amplifiers, masts, towers, rotors and gain antennas are not required for beginners.

• However the above will help later as your DX’ing skills improve and will make contacts easier to make. 

• All of the above accessories are readily available and advertised in amateur magazine and on the Internet.

• Product Reviews are also helpful as are demonstrations of equipment at ham radio gatherings.

Antennas and Transmission Lines



Simple transceiver and Antenna Setup



Typical Accessories



Typical HF Antennas

One common ham expression is that “You can never have enough antennas.”

Antennas give you the most “bang for the buck $$$$$”

A one dB antenna gain improvement is the minimum detectable improvement.

However, if an antenna is used for both transmit and receive a 1 dB gain improvement yields an overall  2 dB.

A simple dipole antenna is usually the standard reference. *

Directional antennas such as a Yagi or hex-beam can improve results by several dBs over a dipole. 

Directional antennas also improve your ability to hear weak signals and decrease interference (QRM). 

Furthermore directional antennas can decrease local noise (QRN).

* See the ARRL Handbook for many different antenna choices



Some simple common antennas



Types of Transmission Lines      

Coaxial cable

RG-58  50 Ohm coax cable

RG-8 popular 50 Ohm coaxial cable

Other types:

Twin lead: Typical low cost 300 Ohms*

Ladder line: Typically 400-450 Ohms * 

Open wire line: Wires with spaces*

* Usually requires a balun and antenna tuner.



Typical Transmission Lines



Higher gain HF antennas



Azimuthal Map



Typical HF Radio Propagation

A knowledge of HF radio propagation is very beneficial for DXers

Publications such as The Daily DX has daily updates on worldwide radio propagation by W3LPL. 
ARRL has weekly solar updates by K7RA.

The SWPC (Space Weather Prediction Center) website gives hourly statistics of solar activity. 
HTTP://DX.QSL.Net/Propagation is another good site for timely solar indices. Understanding 
these data can help us predict radio propagation conditions.

Generally speaking when radio propagation is optimum 20 meters (especially 14.195 +/-5 on 
SSB) is usually the primary go-to DX band. 20 Meters is most often useable during local daylight 
hours. When radio propagation is good the bands above 20 meters may also be useable. 40 
Meters is usually the best night time band.

Good radio propagation reference numbers are when the A Index is <10, K is <4, solar wind 
speed is <300 km/s, Solar flux is >100 (and even better when >150) while sunspot numbers are 
> 25.  

Watch out for CMEs (Coronal Mass Ejections). They are a warning of ionospheric disturbances. 
CMEs typically affect propagation negatively within 48-72 hours.

Also listen for propagation beacons such as the NCDXF/IARU international beacons  
transmissions around 14.1 MHz and on other HF frequencies and bands.



Grid Locator Map



Local New England Grids



Personal Computers

The introduction of personal computers (PCs) in the 1970s has had a profound affect on just about 
everything we hams do but especially affect DXing.

PCs allow access:

Radio control

Computer logging especially for radio contests.

Internet access

Access to worldwide DX Packet Clusters such as DX Summit and DXHeat*.

Digital mode program control

Use of the WSJT digital modes such as JT65, FT4 and FT8 etc.

Etc. etc. etc.

*More later



DX Bulletins and DX Clusters

DX Bulletins tell you what DX stations are available, when and where they are operating.

The ARRL and “The Daily DX” bulletins are great DX sources of information.

Many DX bulletins are available free such as OPDX (KB8MW), 465 DX List, DX World, DXNL DX News etc.

DX Clusters help warn you instantly what’s  happening worldwide. They tell you call signs, frequency 
etc.

DX Clusters help improve information on what’s happening worldwide 



Typical DX Cluster



DX Jargon

Use proper Phonetics on voice. They are carefully selected words representing the English alphabet.

Cute phonetics such as “W One Jack Rabbit” may not be quickly understood by non-English speaking persons. 

Typical expressions are 73 (Best wishes) and 88 (Love and kisses).

Up means transmit up from the frequency you are listening to.

RS(T) is a signal report meaning “readability, signal strength and tone”. 59(9) is the most common signal report.

TU means thank you which is often used at the confirmation of the end of a contact.

“Q” signals are often used such as: QSL (confirmation), QRM (interference), QTH (location), QRV (are you ready?), QRT (stop 
transmitting), QRX (wait a moment), QRS (slow down), QRZ (who is calling me?), QRL (are you busy) and QSO (conversation).

Birdie: (spurious signal), eyeball (in person), CW (continuous wave), DXCC (DX Century Club), IOTA (Islands on the Air), ITU 
(International Telecommunications Union), Green Stamp ($$), LID (slang for a stupid operator), OO (Official Observer), SASE 
(self addressed stamped envelope), LSB/USB (lower sideband, upper sideband), WX (weather), Wallpaper (award), YL/XYL 
(young lady/ex-young lady), WAS (Worked All States), WAC (Worked All Continents), WAZ (Worked All Zones), etc.  



Phonetic Alphabet



Logging Contacts

It is very important to accurately log call signs worked as well as Date, Time, Frequency and mode of operation.

The ARRL Log Book is highly recommended.

For time and date, hams universally use GMT (Greenwich Mean time) also known as UTC (Universal Time Central). 

GMT is very accurate based on astronomy and originates in Greenwich, UK.  It is often abbreviated as “Z” time. 

For reference, NY City is 5 hours (-5) behind GMT.   

As one becomes more skilled working DX there are various electronic log programs and other sources such as the 
ARRL LoTW (Log Book of the World). For example, 0500Z which means 5 hours after midnight in Greenwich, UK.

QRZ.com is an excellent source of call sign info.



ARRL Amateur Radio Station Log 



Typical ARRL Log book page



Operating and Awards

It goes without saying that you must observe the frequency, band limits and modes of operation allowed by your operating 
license class.

Operating skills for working DX are very important and can be quickly acquired.

It is best to Listen, Listen, Listen and follow instructions from the DX station.

Many DX stations, especially from the rarer entities and DXpeditions do not listen on their own frequency. They may listen up 
a KHz or more depending on the mode of operation. They usually don’t like duplicate contacts on the same band and mode. 

Listening can help determine where and when to transmit. 

Follow carefully the DX Code of Contact.

Tip: When you hear a rare DX station especially on a DXpedition, try to work them early since they may unexpectedly QRT

The DXCC award by the ARRL is the most recognized and sought after award worldwide for working and confirming 100 or 
more DXCC entities. There are now 340 entities or independent countries, territories or political entities on the list. The DXCC
list is a great source of information to help identify DX call signs and locations.





DX Code of Conduct



The ARRL DXCC Program



DXCC Rules



The DXCC List



QSLs and QSLing

This is a real fun part of DXing. QSLs are a great way to confirm a QSO

ARRL QSL bureau.

LOTW: An ARRL program that allows contact credit without a QSL

“Clublog” is an international site to see info on QSLing other stations and OQRS access.

OQRS (Online QSL Service) is a great way to request a QSL without having to send one.

SASE (self addressed stamped envelope) is often requested especially on USA QSL requests. 

Most  DX stations request at least $2-$3 to receive a direct QSL in return. 



Some Rare Deleted Entities QSLs



DX QSLs from rare entities



Typical DXCC QSLs



A DXCC Award



Summary

HF DXing is great fun

Generally speaking the use of English is almost universal on both voice and code.

International borders don’t matter.

Politics is verboten in ham radio and therefore almost non-existent.

Sometimes multilingual DXers practice their language skills especially hams from non-English speaking countries. Never 
make fun of their English pronunciation. Instead try to assist them.

See “The Growing Use of Foreign languages by American Amateurs” by W1YLV in March 1972 QST pg. 60.

You meet people from other countries around the world improving your knowledge of geography.

People such as the late King Hussein JY1 who was an ardent ham. US astronauts like Owen Garriott, W5LFL, Barry 
Goldwater, K7UGA, Father Moran, 9N1MM, Monk Apollo SV2ASP/A and Marlon Brando FO5GJ were all active hams.

You make new friends as well as learn about other cultures. Sometimes these people will even visit you.



QST Cover, August 1983 Astronaut Owen Garriott, W5LFL



SkyLab 3 Astronaut Owen Garriott, W5LFL (SK) and Joe Reisert W1JR
at Dayton HamVention May 16, 2009
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